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I. APPLICANT'S REQUEST 
 
The City is proposing to amend Lake Oswego Code Chapter 50, of the Community Development Code 
for the purpose of clarifying and updating various sections.  The amendments primarily correct errors, 
eliminate text ambiguity, update Oregon statutory changes, and clarify code text so that it reflects 
existing code interpretations.  The sections proposed for revision relate to the following general topic 
areas and are more fully described in Section III-A of this report.  Ordinance 2525, which would enact 
these changes, is attached as Exhibit A-1.  A summary of the code changes is attached as Exhibit F-
1.  The list of applicable code sections is found below:  
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Section 1 (Definitions)  

• Definitions (Article 50.02) 
 
Section 2 (Zoning Designations Boundaries and 

Maps)  

• Zoning Designations and Maps (Article 50.05) 
 
Section 3 (Land Use)  

• Permitted Uses in residential zones (Multiple)  
• Commercial Zones (Article 50.11) 
• Conditional Uses (Article 50.69) 
• Campus Institutional Zone (Article 50.12)  
• Public Functions Zone (Article 50.13(A)) 
• Park and Natural Zone (Article 50.13(B))   
 
Section 4 (Residential Zone and Neighborhood 
Design) 

• Residential – Medium and High Density  
• (Article 50.06) 
• Residential – First Addition District  

(Article 50.07)  
• Residential – Low Density (Article 50.08) 
• Residential – Old Town Design District Zone 

(Article 50.09) 
• Residential – Old Town Neighborhood Design 

Standards (Article 50.66)   
• Accessory and Temporary Uses (Article 50.14) 
• Flag Lots (Article 50.20) 
• Exceptions to Site Development Standards and 

Special Determinations (Article 50.22) 
 

Section 5 (Building and Site Design)   

• Commercial Zones (Article 50.11) 
• Lake Grove Village Center Overlay District 

(Article 50.11A) 
• Public Functions Zone (Article 50.13A) 
• Building Design (Article 50.45) 
• Open Space (Article 50.46) 

 
 
 
 

 
Section 5 (Continued)  

• Landscaping Screening and Buffering (Article 
50.47) 

• Downtown Redevelopment District Design 
Standards (Article 50.65) 

• Street (Pathway, Parking Lots) Lights (Article 
50.63) 

• West Lake Grove Design District (Article 
50.67) 

 
Section 6 (Access, Circulation and Street 
Connectivity)   

• Onsite Circulation – Driveways and Fire 
Access Roads (Article 50.58)  

• Onsite Circulation Bikeways, Walkways and 
Access ways (Article 50.59) 

• Local Street Connectivity (Article 50.60) 
 
Section 7 Administrative and Procedural 
Changes  

• Variances (Article 50.68)  
• Overall Development Plan and Schedule 

(Article 50.71) 
• Application Requirements (Article 50.77) 
• Types of Development and Review Criteria for 

Each Type of Development (Article 50.79) 
• Review of Minor Development Applications 

(Article 50.81)  
• Review of Major Development Applications 

(Article 50.82) 
• Hearings Before a Hearings Body (Article 

50.83) 
• Filing of Appeals (Article 50.84) 
• Effect of Approval or Denial of Development 

Permit Modification or Revocation of a Permit. 
(Article 50.86) 
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II. APPLICABLE REGULATIONS 
 
 A. City of Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan: 
 
  Goal 1  Citizen Involvement, Policies 1 and 5 

Goal 2 Land Use Planning, Section 1, Land Use Policies and Regulations, 
Policy 23 

 
 B. City of Lake Oswego Community Development Code: 
 
  LOC 50.75.005 Legislative Decision Defined. 
  LOC 50.75.010 Criteria for Legislative Decision 
  LOC 50.75.015 Required Notice to DLCD 
  LOC 50.75.020 Planning Commission Recommendation Required 
  LOC 50.75.025 City Council Review and Decision 
 

C. Statewide Planning Goal or Administrative Rule adopted pursuant to ORS Chapter 
197 

 
  Goal 1  Citizen Involvement 
  Goal 2 Land Use Planning 
 
III. FINDINGS 

 
 A. Background and Discussion: 

 
Several portions of the Community Development Code (CDC) need to be clarified.  The 
purpose of the proposed updates is to correct errors, eliminate text ambiguity, and update the 
code for Oregon statutory changes.  Code updates will also clarify code text so that it reflects 
existing code interpretations, and facilitate use.  In addition, the changes address select 
substantive issues that have been identified by staff.  This process is part of the City’s on-
going effort to make the regulations more usable for developers, residents, and City staff.   
 
The proposed code amendments in the staff report have been organized on a subject matter 
basis rather than numerically.  Ordinance 2525 (Exhibit A-1) is organized numerically.  
Exhibit F-1 includes a summary of the amendments in numerical order (CDC Housekeeping 
Amendment Summary).  Annotations set forth a brief summary of the reason for the 
proposed revision underneath either the proposed subsection, or at the end of the section 
(shown with highlighting).   
 
For the purpose of this staff report, proposed updates are grouped into major topic areas, and 
are listed below.   
 
1. Definitions  
2. Zoning Designations, Boundaries and Maps  
3. Land Use   
4. Residential Zone and Neighborhood Design 
5. Building and Site Design  
6. Access, Circulation and Connectivity 
7. Administrative and Procedural Changes  
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The following proposed updates to the CDC apply to properties throughout the City. 
 
1. Definitions (Article 50.02) 
 The definitions section is being revised to clarify various sections of the code, 

including specifying definitions of residential care housing, group care homes, 
invasive species and native plant lists.   

 
2. Zoning Designations Boundaries and Maps (Article 50.05)  
 The proposed code changes add the West Lake Grove Designation - “WLG” to the 

West Lake Grove Zoning Designations.  This will clarify the zoning in these areas 
and will reduce the appearance of split zoning on these properties. 

 
 Other code changes in Section 50.05.010 and in each zoning district eliminate the 

references to cluster developments.  These references have been removed because 
they have no direct applicability, and design opportunities for clustering will be 
available within planned developments.   

 
 Changes to Article 50.05 also include an increase in the notification period where the 

Comprehensive Plan Map indicates a Resource Protection (RP) or Resource 
Conservation (RC) District Designation on a territory proposed for annexation.  The 
current language requires that the City notify the owners of the annexing territory so 
that they have 15 days from the date of annexation to request a hearing.  The 
proposed code change permits the property owner to contest the resource designation 
pursuant to LOC Article 50.16 by requesting a hearing on the designation not less 
than 20 days prior to the annexation hearing, so that the resource designation hearings 
would be held prior to the annexation hearing.      

 
3. Land Use   

Within residential districts, code changes will permit general office uses within 
structures on the City's Historical Landmarks List rather than being limited to non-
profit offices only.  This code revision is only applicable to those buildings located on 
Arterial Streets.  The Commission may want to consider expanding this provision to 
allow General Office uses in historic buildings located on Collector Streets as well as 
Arterial Streets.     
 
Parking limitations have been proposed in conditional use sections.   
Small changes to the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) requirements are proposed for 
churches.  The proposed code will correct an error to allow nursing facilities in the  
R-2 zone, but not in the R-2.5 zone.  This change is consistent with the original intent 
of the code.     

 
The requirement to process skilled nursing facilities as a Planned Development has 
been removed.  Other changes to the school standards and major public facility 
standard have also been made to this section.    

 
Changes in the commercial zones consist of an expansion and clarification of 
proposed uses within each commercial zone.  Minor design changes in height 
standards, setbacks (Section 50.11.015), and changes in minimum landscaping 
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requirements, minimum square footages and traffic limitations in the East End 
Commercial District (EC) and Mixed Commercial (MC) zones are also proposed.  
Other changes to the commercial zones are listed below:    

• Clarifies what uses are allowed in different locations within the EC zone.  
Adds a map, included as Appendix 50.11.010(1)(D), defining where in the EC 
Zone a residential dwelling is not allowed on the ground floor. 

• Replaces references to gross leasable area with gross floor area.  
• Clarifies that bakery sales must be within a building. 
• Clarifies that crematoriums are permitted when they are accessory to a 

mortuary. 
• Adds “Pet Care, Daily” to the list of permitted and conditional uses in 

commercial zones and prohibits the use in the Office Campus (OC) and 
Campus Research and Development (CR&D) zones.  

• Reorganizes medical office uses and allows the uses in the Highway 
Commercial (HC) and Office Commercial (OC) zones. 

• Reorganizes and restructures recreation and entertainment uses, and uses size 
of the facility as a consideration as to whether a use is permitted or conditional. 

• Consolidates Charitable, Labor, Political, and Religious (not including 
churches) uses under one category. 

• Allows “Light Manufacturing, Processing or Assembly of Product” as a 
permitted use in the GC zone. 

• Prohibits manufacturing in the CR&D zone. 
 

In addition, new uses and minor clarification of existing uses are also being added to 
the following Code Sections: 

• Campus Institutional (Article 50.12) 
• Public Functions Zone (Article 50.13A)  
• Park and Natural Zone (Article 50.13B)  
 
The Campus Institutional (CI) zone is being changed to allow cemeteries as a 
conditional use.  The changes to the Public Functions (PF) zone will add major public 
facilities as a conditional use and will also add setback requirements for certain 
parcels that are located adjacent to the PF Site.  Changes to the Parks and Natural 
Areas (PNA) zone clarify outright and conditional uses and reorder the list of uses 
found in this section. 
 

4. Residential Zone and Neighborhood Design   
Changes to residential zone and neighborhood design standards are proposed for the 
following code sections:   

• Residential – Medium and High Density (Article 50.06) 
• Residential – First Addition District (Article 50.07)  
• Residential – Low Density (Article 50.08) 
• Residential – Old Town Design District Zone (Article 50.09) 
• Residential – Old Town Neighborhood Design Standards (Article 50.66)   
• Accessory and Temporary Uses (Article 50.14) 
• Flag Lots (Article 50.20) 
• Exceptions to Site Development Standards and Special Determinations 
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Amendments to the residential zones include clarification in the Permitted and 
Conditional Use sections.  Minor modifications were made in the Residential code 
sections and address Lot Coverage, Floor Area Ratio, Setbacks and Buffering.  These 
sections have been reformatted in tables with new headings.  Minor changes and 
clarifications were also added to the First Addition and the Old Town Design 
Districts.  Other code sections have been reorganized and reworded for greater clarity 
and readability.  Specific changes that need more explanation are discussed below.     
 

Zero Lot Line Setbacks:  

Code changes related to setbacks present two options for applying exterior side yard 
setbacks to “zero lot line” properties; 10’/10’ or 5’/10’ as required for other structures 
(proposed in R-6, R-7.5, R-10, and R-15 only).  Today homes are required to provide 
five feet on one side and ten feet on the other.  Maintaining this variable setback will 
provide consistency in the neighborhood.  As an alternative, the Commission may 
want to recommend ten foot side yards on both sides of the structure.         
 
Flag Lots:  

Changes to the “Dwelling Design” sections clarify front setback plane requirements 
and front porch design.   
 
The proposed changes exempt the application of the front setback plane to flag lots.  
This proposed exemption needs to be coordinated with the infill changes which 
recommend applying the setback plane to flag lots in some cases (front setback plane 
and other design requirements are in anticipation of these access ways being small 
interconnected roadways or “lanes” in the future.)  The Infill Task Force found that a 
front setback plane is necessary in the cases where the front of the house is facing the 
flag access.  In situations where the front property line faces the abutting lot, (within 
the flag lot partition) a front setback plane is not necessary.  The Task Force 
recommendation promotes better community design and neighborhood connections in 
order to mimic characteristics found on regular streets.   
 
Other changes to the flag lot standards include changes to access, lot configuration 
requirements and provide clarification on screening and buffering requirements.   
 
Residential Medium and High Density Zones:        

In general, proposed changes provide clarification in regard to density, floor area 
ratios, setbacks and building height.  The density bonus standards in the R-0 and the 
R-2 zones have been eliminated and allow density to be governed by dimensional 
standards and floor area ratios.  Section 50.06.035 (Density / Floor Area Ratio) has 
been modified and establishes an FAR of 1:1 in the R-3 zone, where there is currently 
no maximum.  Section 50.06.55 establishes a 24 foot specific height limitation for 
accessory structures, rather than the base zone height.   
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In the Waterfront Cabana Residential (WR) zone, the height limit is adjusted upward 
3.5 feet to account for the new base flood elevation established under the recent Flood 
Management Area code revisions.  This is important because this is the only zone 
where building height is measured from the lake surface.  Building height would also 
be measured from the ground, similar to other zones, rather than from the lake surface 
elevation when structures are located over ground; currently building height on the 
upland area is measured from the lake surface elevation. 
 
Temporary Uses (Section 50.14.010):  

Recently there has been an increased use of tent canopies, 
storage pods and other “structures” that are temporary uses 
that have had a visual impact on neighborhoods.  In the 
past, it has been difficult to regulate the use of these 
structures, since they were not described in sufficient d
in the current code.  Several changes have been made that provide clarification and 
restriction of use of these tent canopies.  Proposed language also sets a time limit on 
sidewalk sales in the General Commercial (GC) and East End Commercial District 
(EC) zones.  The proposed code revisions will:  

etail 

 
• Provide clarification that temporary uses are to be accorded the same authority 

as temporary structures. 
• Restrict the use of tent canopies within the setbacks to no more than three days 

in a 30-day period. 
• Restrict the use of storage pods or other storage containers to no more than 60 

days in a 12- month period.  The proposed language will allow placement of 
these storage containers in a setback. 

• Limit sidewalk sales in the GC and EC zones to no more than three days in any 
calendar quarter. 

• Limit fairs, carnivals, and other similar gatherings to 30 days in any 12-month 
period. 

 
Note: At the open house on September 3, 2008, some citizens expressed concern 
about the proposed limits on storage pods.  It was stated that many remodeling 
projects extend beyond two months and there should be a process to allow storage 
pods to be used for the duration of a project.  
 
Exceptions to Site Development Standards (Article 50.22):  

This article provides for minor exceptions to site development standards for lot area 
and dimensions, structure height, Oswego Lake setback, special street setback, 
building projections, and minimum density.           
 
The revisions to these exceptions prevent someone from applying adjustments to 
structures that are newly constructed.  The proposed change in this article should 
occur within Ordinance 2526.  Ordinance 2526 (LU08-0054) proposes that lot depth 
requirements will also be removed from the code, eliminating the need for a “Lot 
Depth Exception” under this Article.       
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This article also provides for more exceptions for 50.22.015.  This code section 
provides a list of structures or structural parts that are exempt from the structural 
height limitations.  The proposed code changes expand the exception list to 
include solar panels and structures housing heating, air conditioning and similar 
building environmental components.  This will be beneficial to promote sustainable 
building practices and facilitate building certification under the Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED).      

 
5. Building and Site Design      

Changes to Building and Site Design Standards are proposed for the following Code 
sections.   

• Commercial Zones (Article 50.11) 
• Lake Grove Village Center Overlay District (Article 50.11A) 
• Public Functions Zone (Article 50.13A) 
• Building Design (Article 50.45) 
• Open Space (Article 50.46) 
• Landscaping Screening and Buffering (Article 50.47) 
• Downtown Redevelopment District Design Standards (Article 50.65) 
• Street (Pathway, Parking Lots) Lights (Article 50.63) 
• Westlake Grove Design District (Article 50.67) 

 
Commercial Zones (Site Development Limitations Article 50.11.015)   

Site Development Standards (Section 50.11.015):  The majority of these changes are 
being proposed for the purpose of clarifying this code section and have resulted from 
past code interpretations.  These changes include: reformatting the “Use Table” for 
better readability, the correct appendix reference for the FAR exception in Grimm’s 
Corner, clarification of the setback application in the Campus Research and 
Development (CR&D) Zone and the reorganization of the building height table found 
in 50.11.015.  Minor changes in wording are proposed for the Westlake Grove Design 
District to clarify the use of shade covers for the protection of pedestrians from rain 
instead of buildings.     

 
A decrease in setback requirements between commercial uses and higher density 
residential uses is also proposed.  This will allow for better integration of commercial 
and high density residential uses within these areas.  Currently, within the commercial 
districts, the code allows and encourages commercial and multi-family uses to locate 
adjacent to one another.  This proposed change provides greater flexibility in siting 
residential and multi-family development in close proximity to commercial 
development.  The current code makes no distinction in required setbacks between 
commercial uses and high or low density residential uses.  The code currently 
requires a setback of twenty five feet from a structure, ten feet from a parking lot and 
five feet from a vehicular access way between the commercial and all residential 
zones.  With the proposed code modifications, the setbacks will remain the same 
between Commercial zones and R-5, R-6, R-7.5, R-10 and R-15 zones; however, in 
the R-0, R-2 or R-3 zones, these setbacks will be reduced to ten feet from a structure, 
ten feet from a parking lot and five feet from a vehicular access-way.  There are no 
setback requirements for commercial properties adjacent to any other zone.        
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Commercial Zones (Section 50.11.020 Special Requirements):  

There are several changes proposed for the “Special Requirement” Section of the 
code.  These include clarification to the minimum landscaping and screening 
requirements for merchandise and storage activities in commercial zones, and limit a 
single commercial business on an EC site to 35,000 feet and a single commercial 
business on an MC site to 60,000 square feet. 

 
These amendments capture the square footage limitation in the Comprehensive Plan, 
Goal 9, Policy 17, relating to “Regional Draw Business”.  The Code Provisions were  
previously found in LOC 50.11.010(2)(A) and (3)(A), the commercial use section.  
However, the use category could be interpreted differently than the Comprehensive 
Plan provision.  This new code language will provide greater consistency between the 
Code and the Comprehensive Plan. 
 
In order to maintain consistency with the current Comprehensive Plan Policy, changes 
are proposed for the traffic management requirements that apply to the uses in the 
CR&D, MC, OC, GC and HC zones.  The change is applicable to zones located in the 
Kruse Way Corridor (the area north of Bonita Road, south of Melrose-Carman, west 
of Boones Ferry Road and east of I-5, including the South West Quadrant of the Kruse 
Way/Boones Ferry intersection and the property located between Kruse Way and 
Galewood Drive). 
 
The proposed amendments eliminate reference to the specific traffic study “The Buttke 
Study” (performed in 1983) that sets limitations in traffic volume for this area until 
traffic improvements (outlined in the study) are made.  Most of the improvements 
envisioned to be made in the Kruse Way area by the 1983 Buttke Traffic Study have 
been made.  Regarding the balance of the improvements envisioned in the Buttke 
study: 

• They do not need to rely upon the Buttke study for authority to require as an 
exaction upon development, but rather are addressed under the general traffic 
standards and could be exacted if development warranted. 

• The major items that the City believes should be considered for future 
construction, the major items have been incorporated in the City’s 
Transportation System Plan and Capital Improvement Plan, rather than 
anticipating that they could be exacted against a particular development.    

 
The proposed amendments in this section of the Commercial zones will eliminate the 
use of an outdated traffic study as a code reference for future exactions while having 
a greater and more appropriate reliance on existing facilities plans, Capital 
Improvement Plans and future developments to guide the construction of these 
improvements.      
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Commercial Zones (Article 50.11A, Section 50.11A.030 and Appendix 50.11A.030 
Lake Grove Village Overlay District Yard Setbacks Map).      

This amendment provides a setback of 10 feet between surface parking and the 
property line.  This setback will provide a physical buffer between parking lots and 
adjacent properties providing sufficient space for adequate landscape material and 
fencing.  

 
Building Design (Article 50.45)  

The Building Design article is being changed to provide additional clarity and 
consistency with other proposed changes.    

Changes to this article eliminate the standard for protecting “desirable views” because 
it is not a clear and objective standard and is difficult to administer.  “Desirable 
views” is a subjective term and has no specific definition in the code and the degree 
of view protection for any given design cannot be quantified.   

 
The security standard has also been difficult to administer.  While certain design 
aspects may increase the potential for a safer building by eliminating dark areas or 
areas covered in vegetation, they may be inconsistent with the goals of other 
landscaping and design standards.  Imposing security standards in building design may 
also inappropriately extend the City’s liability to private development.  Staff believes 
that this is a matter for the owner directly, and would recommend its repeal so the City 
cannot be deemed responsible for evaluation of “personal security”. 
 

Park and Open Space (Article 50.46)   

This section has been expanded to include the types of development that are treated as 
a “major development” under LOC 50.79.025(2).  The amendment to this section is 
made for ease of understanding by the public and staff.   

 
Staff proposes that the Park and Open Space (or, as proposed, the Open Space) 
standard not apply to Major Partitions because the presence of a street should not be 
the determining criteria for whether there is open space (the presence of a street 
constitutes a “major development” and triggers the requirement for open space).  In 
addition, open space is usually placed in a tract, to be managed by a homeowners 
association; such associations are not usually formed in minor or major partitions. 

 
The amendment to the Open Space Article also removes the requirement that 
development within the Downtown Redevelopment Design District comply with the 
general 20% open space standard.  It has been difficult for commercial development in 
this area to achieve this standard consistent with the “compact urban form” design.  
Design standards in this district provide for sidewalks, street furniture, planters, walls 
and other elements that provide a vibrant commercial district and are not conducive to 
large open space areas on individual properties.  Open space is provided through 
discrete court yards or a larger common area (such as Millennium Park) adjacent to the 
district.  
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Downtown Redevelopment District Design Standards (Article 50.65) 

Special downtown landscaping standards for commercial and the high-density 
residential uses are proposed to be added to Article 50.65.  This standard requires the 
coordination of all landscaping so that it is complimentary with the building design.  
This design must incorporate elements such as iron/steel plant balconies, metal fences, 
railing and gates, masonry walls, window boxes, hanging plant brackets and other 
similar features that compliment the character of the building design.  Landscaping 
must be placed in pots, raised planters, or flower boxes.   Courtyards visible from the 
street or sidewalk must be used to break up the scale of structures.  Courtyards must 
contain landscaping or features that compliments the design of the building and the 
surrounding structures and other existing landscaping.  Courtyard amenities, 
including art, fountains, would be required as part of the design by the reviewing 
authority.  Landscaping design must be compatible with abutting or adjacent 
properties and must consider the relationship of plantings, site furnishings and 
materials on those properties and the proposed site. 
 
Street (Pathway Parking Lots) Lights (Article 50.63) 

Changes to Section 50.63.005 (Applicability) clarify that it applies whenever 
dwelling units are increased on a lot, whether through partition, or subdivision, and 
could also apply in commercial expansions. This amendment conforms to current 
interpretation as it relates to land divisions.  When new lots are created by partition or 
subdivision, even if not including the creation of a street as a part of the partition or 
subdivision, the requirement for illuminating public or private streets is applicable 
because of the additional demands placed on the street system.  As proposed, it would 
apply whenever dwelling units are increased on a lot, whether through partition, or 
subdivision, and could also apply in commercial expansions, but would not apply to 
ministerial developments that increase use, e.g., expansion of dwelling, addition of 
secondary dwelling unit.   

 
6. Access, Circulation and Street Connectivity  

Minor changes are proposed for the Access and Connectivity standards in the Code 
and are found in the following Code sections:          

 
• Onsite Circulation – Driveways and Fire Access Roads (Article 50.58)  
• Onsite Circulation Bikeways, Walkways and Access ways (Article 50.59) 
• Local Street Connectivity (Article 50.60) 
 
On Site Circulation Driveways and Fire Access Roads (Article 50.58) 

Driveway dimensions are regulated in accordance with the Oregon Fire Code.  The 
code changes to this section clarify driveway grade requirements and will require 
alternative fire suppression techniques (such as the requirement to put sprinklers in 
the building) if the driveways exceed the maximum grade of 15 percent.  
Amendments to this section also include an exception to the maximum driveway 
length of 150 feet if alternative fire suppression techniques are used. 
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On Site Circulation Bikeways Walkways and Access ways (Article 50.59)   

This amendment expands the applicability to partitions, in addition to subdivisions.  
There is little distinction between a 3-lot partition versus a 4-lot subdivision, for 
purposes of walkways and access ways, particularly when the partition may be a part 
of a “serial” partition plan.  These amendments will ensure the placement of 
walkways in both cases. 
 
Local Street Connectivity (Article 50.60) 
 
The “Applicability Section” (Section 50.60.005) is being changed to include multi- 
family dwellings.  If this standard is to be applicable when single family dwellings, 
duplex, zero lot line dwelling are proposed, then the omission of the applicability of 
multi-family dwellings to the standard was in error.  Making these changes will 
ensure that connectivity standards apply to multi-family dwellings.   

 
7. Administrative and Procedural Changes  

Administrative and procedural changes are proposed in a variety of code sections and 
are listed below:  
 
• Variances (Article 50.68)  
• Overall Development Plan and Schedule (Article 50.71) 
• Application Requirements (Article 50.77) 
• Types of Development and Review Criteria for Each Type of Development 

 (Article 50.79) 
• Review of Minor Development Applications (Article 50.81)  
• Review of Major Development Applications (Article 50.82) 
• Hearings Before a Hearings Body (Article 50.83) 
• Filing of Appeals (Article 50.84) 
• Effect of Approval or Denial of Development Permit Modification or 

 Revocation of a Permit. (Article 50.86) 
 

Variances (Article 50.68)   

Code amendments to this section adds Class 3 Variances for federal acts that require 
the City to make “reasonable accommodation” by waiving or varying the land use 
regulations based upon the impact of the regulation to the applicant, rather than 
generically upon the property.  Examples include the Federal Fair Housing Act, ADA, 
Religious Land Use Act and Incarcerated Persons Act.   
 
It has been problematic how these adjustments are to be handled – whether by a 
variance or by some “extra-code” federal or state law override process.  This 
amendment implements the “variance required by state or federal law” requirement 
and procedurally would be handled in the same manner as a Class 2 variance.   
 
Overall Development Plan and Schedule (ODPS) (Article 50.71) 

This amendment clarifies that the ODPS establishes (and limits) the land uses 
permitted within the ODPS site as being less than all uses in the zone, rather than the 
plan showing the initial proposed uses.  Thus, the ODPS would establish the 
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exclusive uses for the ODPS site, which may be less than all of the zone uses.  This is 
part of the “quid pro quo” of the ODPS – the plan freezes the permitted uses, so that 
they cannot be changed by later code amendment, but then too, the ODPS may not 
necessarily include all uses in the zone at the time of application.  This is consistent 
with current Planning Division interpretation. 
 
Other administrative changes to the Application Requirements (Article 50.17) add a 
one year expiration date to preapplication conferences, clarify neighborhood contact 
requirements and change the mailing list requirements.  Changes to review criteria for 
Ministerial Development (Article 50.79) have also been made to prevent a series of 
minor façade changes on commercial buildings.  Changes to this article also include 
addressing minor ministerial items such as wetland delineation, parking lot review 
and other minor changes as more discretionary “Minor Development” review. 
 
Other minor changes to the code section that governs Public Hearings (Hearings 
Before a Hearings Body Article 50.83), Appeals (Article 50.84), and the section 
controlling the expiration of land use permits have also be made.  Details of these 
changes can be found in the attached summary (Exhibit F-1) and Ordinance 2525 
(Exhibit A-1). 
 

 B. Compliance With Criteria for Approval: 
 

LOC 50.75.010, indicates that a legislative decision is generally a policy decision 
which is up to the discretion of the City Council, but shall: 
 
1. Comply with any applicable state law; 

 
There are no other known applicable state laws to review under this criterion. 

 
2. Comply with any applicable Statewide Planning Goal or Administrative 

Rule adopted pursuant to ORS Chapter 197; and Statewide Planning 
Goal 1, Citizen Involvement 

 
This Goal requires jurisdictions to develop a citizen involvement program that insures 
the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.  The 
City’s acknowledged Comprehensive Plan and Community Development Code 
contain all necessary requirements for a citizen involvement program which clearly 
defines the procedures by which the general public will be notified in the on-going 
land use planning process and enables citizens to comprehend the issues and become 
involved in decision making.   
 
All required notification measures and opportunities for input as specified in these 
documents were provided during this process.  The City has also followed the 
procedures required by ORS 227.186 (Ballot Measure 56) for notification of the 
owners of property proposed to be directly affected by the changes.  As the proposed 
amendments may potentially affect properties owners throughout the City, this notice 
was sent citywide.  An informational open house was held September 3, 2008 to share 
information about proposed updates and to answer citizen’s questions.  Public 
hearings will be held before the Planning Commission and City Council.  Therefore, 
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the process followed for this amendment is in compliance with Statewide Planning 
Goal 1. 
 
Statewide Planning Goal 2, Land Use Planning 
 
This Goal requires jurisdictions to develop a land use planning process and policy 
framework as a basis for all decisions and actions related to the use of the land and to 
assure an adequate factual basis for such decisions and actions.  This application 
provides the required information and responses to the applicable approval standards 
for a Community Development Code text amendment and therefore is consistent with 
Statewide Planning Goal 2.  Furthermore, the application has been coordinated with 
the applicable jurisdictions and agencies as required by Goal 2.  Therefore, this 
amendment is in compliance with Statewide Planning Goal 2. 

 
3. In the case of a legislative amendment to the Community Development 

Code, comply with any applicable provision of the Lake Oswego 
Comprehensive Plan. 

 
Goal 1, Citizen Involvement, Policies 1 and 5 

 
1. Provide opportunities for citizen participation in preparing and revising local 

land use plans and ordinances. 
5. Seek citizen input through service organizations, interest groups and 

individuals, as well as through neighborhood organizations. 
 

Findings:  This application addresses policies 1 and 5 above.  
 
Pursuant to the requirements of a legislative process, announcements for the proposed 
Community Development Code text amendments have been provided to all 
neighborhood associations.  Notice of the proposed text amendments have been 
provided to all property owners within the City.  Public hearings will be held before 
the Planning Commission and City Council.  Citizens, interest groups, and 
neighborhood associations will have an opportunity to participate in the review of the 
proposed amendment during the City’s public hearing processes.  Notice has been 
provided consistent with City requirements.  Adequate opportunities have been made 
available for citizen involvement with regard to this application. 

 
Conclusion:  The application complies with Goal 1, Citizen Involvement Policies 1 
and 5. 

 
Goal 2, Land Use Planning, Section 1, Land Use, Policy 23  
 
23. Coordinate the development and amendment of City plans and actions related 

to land use with other county, state, Metro, federal agency and special district 
plans. 

 
Findings:   This application provides the required information and responses to the 
applicable approval standards and therefore is consistent with Statewide Planning 
Goal 2.  Additionally, the application has been coordinated with applicable 
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jurisdictions and agencies such as DLCD, Metro, Clackamas County and Lake 
Oswego service providers as required by Goal 2. 

 
Conclusion:  The application complies with Goal 2, Section 1, Policy 23. 

 
C. Lake Oswego Community Development Code Procedural Requirements 

LOC 50.01.010  Purpose 
LOC 50.05.005 Zoning Districts 
LOC 50.05.010 Zoning Map 

 LOC 50.79.030   Major Development 
 LOC 50.77.007  Burden of Proof 
 LOC 50.77.030  Application Procedures 
 LOC 50.82.005-.020  Review of Major Development Applications and  
   Appeals 
 LOC 50.83   Hearings before a Hearing Body 

 LOC 50.75.005  Legislative Decision Defined  
LOC 50.75.010 Criteria for Legislative Decision 

 LOC 50.75.015  Required Notice to DLCD 
LOC 50.79.020 Planning Commission Recommendation Required 
LOC 50.79.025 City Council Review and Decision 

 
Findings:  The application has been submitted, noticed and reviewed in accordance with the 
City of Lake Oswego Community Development Code requirements.   
 
Conclusion:  The record indicates that the application complies with all of the above 
applicable procedural requirements. 

 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
 
 The proposed amendments are in compliance with City Comprehensive Plan policies, state 

laws, and statewide planning goals.   
 

V. RECOMMENDATION 
 

Staff recommends approval of the proposed amendments to the Community Development 
Code to provide clarification and correction, and to update relevant sections to reflect current 
City practices and interpretations. 
 
The proposed code amendments include a few key issues that staff specifically suggested 
different options that have been outlined in the draft code language, requiring Planning 
Commission decisions.  In addition, staff has identified one change that should occur as part 
of Ordinance 2526 (LU 08-0054 - housekeeping amendments with policy implications) 
rather than in Ordinance 2525 (LU 08-0052 - general housekeeping) and one change that 
should occur as part of Ordinance 2525 instead of Ordinance 2526.  Each issue is described 
below: 

 
1. Proposed changes to the Conditional Use sections of the residential zones include a 

provision to allow general offices rather than non-profit offices in historic resources on 
arterial streets.  The following questions were posed in the draft ordinance: 
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Option 1.:  Should the classification of the street be reduced to major collector, in order to 
include additional landmarks? 
 
Option 2.:  Should there be a limitation on parking, in addition to the Development 
Standards, so that the increased parking does not degrade from the historic character of the 
site? 

 
2. Within residential zones that allow flexible setbacks (5’ on one side and 10’ on the other), 

it is unclear what setback is required when attached housing is constructed.  The options 
presented in the draft ordinance include: 

 
 Option 1 – Apply the setbacks that are usually applied to a single lot to the combined two 

lots upon which two zero lot line dwellings are located.  This maintains the setback 
rhythm required for the zone. 

 
 Option 2 – Require a 10’ setback for the side of the zero lot line dwelling, not allowing the 

use of 5 ft side / 15’ combined setback. 
 
3. The changes to Article 50.22 (Exceptions) eliminate references to “lot depth”.  The “lot 

depth” change to Article 50.22 should be deferred until the Commission addresses lot 
depth as part of its discussion of LU 08-0054 (housekeeping changes with policy 
implications). 

 
4. LU 08-0054 includes proposed changes to Article 50.69 Conditional Uses that should be 

part of the discussion of conditional use amendments to expand office uses in historic 
structures (see above).  The proposed changes to Article 50.60 are found in Attachment B 
of Exhibit A-1. 

 
EXHIBITS: 

A. Ordinances 
A-1  Ordinance 2525, dated August 5, 2008 (includes Attachment B) 
*Please note that only the ordinance is attached to the staff report.  Copies of Attachment B have been 
provided to the Planning Commission under separate cover.  The document can be found on the City’s web 
site under Case File LU 08-0052 at: http://www.ci.oswego.or.us/plan/casef.htm). 

 
B. Findings, Conclusions and Order (No current exhibits; reserved for hearing use) 
 
C. Minutes    (No current exhibits; reserved for hearing use) 
 
D. Staff Reports   (No current exhibits; reserved for hearing use) 
 
E. Graphics/Plans (None) 
 
F. Written Materials 

F-1  Summary of Code Changes 
F-2  Article 50.69 Conditional Uses 

 
G. Letters 
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	Temporary Uses (Section 50.14.010): 
	Recently there has been an increased use of tent canopies, storage pods and other “structures” that are temporary uses that have had a visual impact on neighborhoods.  In the past, it has been difficult to regulate the use of these structures, since they were not described in sufficient detail in the current code.  Several changes have been made that provide clarification and restriction of use of these tent canopies.  Proposed language also sets a time limit on sidewalk sales in the General Commercial (GC) and East End Commercial District (EC) zones.  The proposed code revisions will: 
	Commercial Zones (Site Development Limitations Article 50.11.015)  
	Site Development Standards (Section 50.11.015):  The majority of these changes are being proposed for the purpose of clarifying this code section and have resulted from past code interpretations.  These changes include: reformatting the “Use Table” for better readability, the correct appendix reference for the FAR exception in Grimm’s Corner, clarification of the setback application in the Campus Research and Development (CR&D) Zone and the reorganization of the building height table found in 50.11.015.  Minor changes in wording are proposed for the Westlake Grove Design District to clarify the use of shade covers for the protection of pedestrians from rain instead of buildings.    
	Commercial Zones (Section 50.11.020 Special Requirements): 
	Commercial Zones (Article 50.11A, Section 50.11A.030 and Appendix 50.11A.030 Lake Grove Village Overlay District Yard Setbacks Map).     
	Goal 1, Citizen Involvement, Policies 1 and 5

